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After the June [2015] slaying of nine parishioners at the 
historically black Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, 
S.C., the motives of 21-year-old suspect Dylann Roof came 

under intense scrutiny. A blogger tipped investigators to a website, 
initially registered in Roof ’s name, containing a 2,500-word 
manifesto ranting against Hispanics and “Negroes” that Roof ’s 
friends said they believe he wrote.1

“I chose Charleston because it is [the] most historic city in my 
state, and at one time had the highest ratio of blacks to Whites in 
the country,” the manifesto reads. “We have no skinheads, no real 
KKK, no one doing anything but talking on the internet. Well 
someone has to have the bravery to take it to the real world, and I 
guess that has to be me.”2

Roof has been charged with hate crimes and other offenses by 
federal prosecutors, who have yet to say whether they will seek the 
death penalty. Until then, Roof ’s lawyer said he cannot advise his 
client how to plead, so a judge entered a not guilty plea on the 
federal charges on his behalf. Roof also faces state murder charges, 
for which state prosecutors are seeking the death penalty. Roof 
also has yet to enter a plea on those charges.3

The Charleston shooting is the most lethal in a string of ideo-
logically motivated fatal attacks committed since 9/11 by people 
aligned with far-right extremism, including white supremacy, anti-
government militias and the sovereign citizens movement, which 
denies the legitimacy of most local, state and federal laws. In the 
14 years since al Qaeda killed nearly 3,000 people in strikes against 
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, far-right extremists 
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Twenty-one-year-old Dylann Roof was charged with 
hate crimes, murder and other offenses in connection 
with the shooting deaths of nine parishioners at the 
historically black Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, 
S.C., in June 2015. The massacre is the most lethal 
of several recent ideologically motivated fatal attacks 
by far-right extremists.
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have killed 48 people in 19 attacks in the United States, 
nearly twice the 26 people killed in seven Islamist 
extremist attacks, according to a study by the New 
America Foundation, a Washington-based centrist 
research organization.4 Far-left animal rights and envi-
ronmental extremists have caused millions of dollars in 
property damage but no deaths, according to researchers.

Some terrorism experts say the American public and 
the federal government should be paying more attention 
to far-right extremism and its potential for mass-casualty 
violence. They point to the 1995 truck bombing of the 
Oklahoma City federal building by two anti-government 
conspirators, in which 168 people died and hundreds 
were wounded, and to more recent, disrupted plots.

But federal law enforcement officials say they can 
nimbly move resources as needed, and are doing every-
thing necessary against the threat.

Meanwhile, there is debate about whether the federal 
government should broaden its controversial community 
outreach programs, designed to prevent Islamist extrem-
ist groups from radicalizing American Muslim youths, to 
include prevention of the radicalization of American 
youth by far-right extremists.

“These programs should be 
expanded beyond the Muslim com-
munity. A lot of the risk factors 
towards radicalization are common 
across ideological groups,” says Susan 
Szmania, a senior researcher at the 
National Consortium for the Study 
of Terrorism and Responses to 
Terrorism (START), based at the 
University of Maryland.

But Michael German, a former 
FBI agent and a fellow at the New 
York-based Brennan Center for 
Justice, a law and policy institute, said 
anti-radicalization programs are based 
on the false notion that individuals 
follow a discernible path to violent 
extremism. “Instead of wasting 
resources chasing false leads, police 
should focus their resources where 
they have evidence of criminal activ-
ity,” he said.5

Far-right, right-wing or radical-
right extremism — all such terms are used — is primar-
ily composed of two spheres, says Mark Pitcavage, 
investigative research director at the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL), a New York-based civil rights organiza-
tion. One sphere is white supremacy, consisting of neo-
Nazis; racist skinheads; Ku Klux Klan groups; a religious 
sect called Christian Identity; and white supremacist 
prison gangs. The other sphere is anti-government — 
the so-called Patriot movement — which includes mili-
tias and sovereign citizens. Many, but not all, of its 
adherents hold conspiracy theories.

According to a prominent conspiracy theory, “the 
United Nations, which is usually seen as spearheading 
the ‘New World Order,’ is imposing a global plan, called 
Agenda 21, to take away citizens’ property rights,” 
according to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), 
an advocacy group in Montgomery, Ala., that tracks hate 
and anti-government groups. Another theory holds that 
the government has a secret plan to place citizens in con-
centration camps.6 This summer, an eight-week, military 
training exercise across six Southern and Southwestern 
states prompted some residents’ concern about a military 
takeover of Texas, causing at least some Texans to stock 

Police: Anti-government Extremists a Top Threat
Nearly three-fourths of 382 local law enforcement agencies surveyed 
rated anti-government extremism among the top three terrorist threats 
in their jurisdictions in 2014, far more than those that listed  al Qaeda- 
inspired threats.

Source: Charles Kurzman and David Schanzer, “Law Enforcement 
Assessment of the Violent Extremism Threat,” Triangle Center on Terrorism 
and Homeland Security, p. 4, http://tinyurl.com/pa6333f

Percentage of Law Enforcement Agencies Rating Types of 
Extremism Among the Top Three Terrorist Threats, 2014
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up on ammunition and bury their guns. The exercise 
passed without incident.7

“We’re very careful in saying that our listing of hate 
and anti-government groups has nothing to do with 
criminality, violence or any kind of estimate we’re mak-
ing for the potential for those things,” says Mark Potok, 
a senior fellow at the center. “It’s all about ideology.”

In fact, most U.S.-based extremist ideologies do not 
explicitly call for violence, says Pitcavage. “They tend to 
present a view in which there is some sort of danger, and 
only imminent action can solve the problem,” he says. 
“That’s OK if you can do the action through legal means 
or civil disobedience, but some people will say, ‘We have 
to go beyond that.’ ” He says the majority of extremist 
movement adherents typically are not violent.

Events of the past seven years have galvanized far-
right extremists, say analysts. The 2008 election of 
Barack Obama, the United States’ first African-American 
president, “greatly upset white supremacists,” said an 
Anti-Defamation League report. “At the same time, anti-
government extremists quickly linked Obama to their 
‘New World Order’ conspiracy theories.”

Sovereign citizens, in particular, tapped into the des-
peration that the 2007-2009 recession and mortgage cri-
sis created.

But while “white supremacists became angrier, more 
agitated and also more violent, they did not appreciably 
increase in numbers,” said the ADL report, largely 
because of leader deaths and group fragmentation in the 
previous decade. On the other hand, the number of 
active militia groups more than quintupled between 
2008 and 2010, and the growth of the sovereign-citizen 
movement, which consists mostly of unaffiliated indi-
viduals, “was even more spectacular,” according to the 
report.8

While the Southern Poverty Law Center estimates the 
number of hate and anti-government groups, the Anti-
Defamation League tracks individual white suprema-
cists. But, their numbers are best estimates and subject to 
outside scrutiny and critique.9

Increasingly, far-right extremists are finding each 
other online, making joining an organized group, such as 
a Ku Klux Klan group, far less relevant. Unaffiliated 
white supremacists far outnumber those belonging to 
specific organizations, which these days are often quite 
small, according to the ADL.10

“If people want to meet or have a demonstration, 
they can do it through us or through social media,” says 
Don Black, a former Alabama Klan leader and the 
founder of Stormfront, a white nationalist online discus-
sion forum. The number of registered Stormfront users 
has grown from 5,000 in 2002 to nearly 300,000 today, 
although many are inactive.11 The site attracts about 
31,000 unique visitors a day, roughly 60 percent from 
the United States, and takes in from $3,000 to $7,000 a 
month in dues and donations.12

Black, who advocates for a whites-only homeland, says 
Stormfront does not encourage violence: “People either 
get banned if they express their intent to conduct illegal 
violence or they recognize that it is counterproductive.”

But Tony McAleer, a former organizer for the neo-
Nazi group White Aryan Resistance and now director of 
Chicago-based Life After Hate, which helps white 
supremacists leave the movement, says it’s necessary to 
look carefully at hate sites’ language. “It’s often really the 
implied threat of violence. By openly advocating vio-
lence, you expose yourself to all kinds of legal hot water,” 
he says.

A few Stormfront users have gone on to commit mass 
murder. They include anti-immigrant extremist Anders 
Behring Breivik, who killed 77 adults and children in 
Norway in 2011, and racist skinhead Wade Michael 
Page, who fatally shot six people at a Sikh temple in Oak 
Creek, Wis., in 2012. Breivik had visited Stormfront 
only briefly, says Black. Page “posted 15 times on 
Stormfront, and he posted other places, too. We’re not 
responsible for him,” he says.

As researchers, law enforcement officials and others 
study the future of extremist groups in the United States, 
here are some of the issues being debated:

Should the public be worried  
about violent far-right extremists?
While the FBI maintains a database of hate crimes, 
which include crimes committed by individuals who 
aren’t followers of any particular movement, it does not 
maintain a database of ideologically motivated far-right 
extremist violence. That task is up to researchers, and 
their estimates vary.

For example, START-funded researchers’ estimates 
in their Extremist Crime Database are higher than the 
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Ex-skinheads Help  
Former Racists Rejoin Society
Life After Hate offers counseling and support.

As a young man, Tony McAleer of Toronto managed a 
racist skinhead rock band, recruited others for a neo-
Nazi organization called White Aryan Resistance and 

became notorious for running a phone service that provided 
recorded hate messages. After a legal battle, the Canadian gov-
ernment shut the service down in the early 1990s.

McAleer says he was bullied both at school and by his 
father as a child, and that joining the racist skinhead move-
ment gave him a sense of acceptance and power that he was 
lacking.

But at age 24, single-parenthood and financial hardship 
led McAleer to question his choices.

“I was virtually unemployable,” says McAleer, who is 
now 48 and runs his own wealth-management company. 
“The birth of my daughter was the moment that began my 
transformation. It was the first time that I thought of some-
body other than myself.” Having spent years stockpiling 
weapons and preparing for a coming “race war,” McAleer 
says he fully expected to be dead by age 30 and faced the 
prospect of leaving his baby daughter an orphan.

But it took six years before he actually started distancing 
himself from the activities of the white power movement 
and another eight years before he began to truly shed his 
commitment to its ideology by entering therapy with a psy-
chologist. In addition, he says, doing business in China as a 
software developer opened his eyes to other cultures.

Extricating oneself from the extremist far right can be a 
long and difficult process, McAleer says. In 2011 he joined 
Life After Hate, a Chicago-based nonprofit founded in 
2009 by former racist skinheads as a place for ex-members 
of the movement, known as “formers,” to share their stories 
and come together. But people still in the white supremacist 
movement also began to contact the group for help in get-
ting out.

This spring, McAleer, Life After Hate’s volunteer presi-
dent and executive director, started a formal de-radicaliza-
tion program called Exit USA, modeled after Exit Sweden, 
which helps neo-Nazis leave the movement. McAleer esti-
mates that Life After Hate, both informally and through 
Exit USA, has helped 100 individuals so far.

“We know what they are feeling, what their fears are, 
and we can help them through that,” says McAleer. “Most 
of the time, there are deep emotional wounds. We’re not 
therapists, so we encourage people to get therapy because 
it’s critical to the healing process.”

The most challenging part is the initial isolation, he 
says. “When people leave any extreme group, they get 
excommunicated from their entire social circle. And if 
you’ve been a neo-Nazi or a racist skinhead for a number of 
years, I’ll bet my bottom dollar that the rest of society has 
excommunicated you as well,” McAleer says. “So you get 
stuck in this void, and there is intense loneliness.”

New America Foundation’s numbers. START research-
ers calculate that 134 people were killed in ideologi-
cally motivated far-right extremist attacks in the 
United States between 2000 and 2014, compared to 
52 people killed by Islamic extremists, excluding the 
9/11 victims.13

Yet both sets of data tell a comparable story. Far-right 
extremists are responsible for more deaths in the United 
States than Islamic extremists in recent years. Law 
enforcement concerns reflect those statistics.

“Three quarters of the 382 local law enforcement 
agencies that we surveyed [in 2014] expressed concern 
about anti-government violent extremism, nearly double 
the number who expressed concern about al Qaeda-
inspired and other Islamist extremists,” says Charles 
Kurzman, a sociology professor at the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill and co-author of a working 
paper about the survey results.

Law enforcement officers’ concern makes sense, 
considering that they often are the target of violent 
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The “formers” of Life After Hate will travel if necessary 
to meet with someone, and they rely on a board member 
with a master’s degree in social work to provide guidance. 
The group also has a private Facebook page, called Formers 
Anonymous, to provide support.

“Everyone is vetted,” McAleer says. “The last thing we 
want is a ‘current’ getting in there and finding out who are 
the ‘formers.’ ”

Life After Hate is working with academic researchers to 
better understand why and how people join and leave 
extremist groups. Pete Simi, a criminologist at the 
University of Nebraska, Omaha, and colleagues have 
received funding from the U.S. Department of Justice to 
conduct interviews with former members of primarily 
white supremacist groups with the help of Life After Hate.

“We will use those interviews as a baseline to try and 
help inform the development of Life After Hate’s interven-
tion efforts,” Simi says.

Life After Hate doesn’t seek out individual white 
supremacists and try to persuade them to change.

“We can only help people who want to be helped,” says 
McAleer. “We can make our presence known in those com-
munities, but we can’t go beyond that. I think, ethically, we 
have to wait for people to contact us.”

To get its message out through social media, Life After 
Hate is producing two 30- second public service video 
announcements as well as banner ads, which will go live 
sometime this month. McAleer won’t discuss their con-
tent but did describe how they will work. “For example, 
someone who did a search for ‘white power music videos’ 
on YouTube might see our public service announcement,” 
he says.

Simi says the federal government may want to consider 
supporting such ground-level efforts. And Life After Hate, 

Tony McAleer abandoned the white power movement and 
has started Exit USA, a deradicalization program that helps 
white supremacists leave the movement.
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which relies on donations to finance its work, would con-
sider accepting government funding, says McAleer, even 
though it could taint the message.

“The government is the enemy to people in the far 
right,” he says. “But what is the alternative? It needs to be a 
partnership.”

— Barbara Mantel

anti-government extremists. A July 2014 Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) intelligence assessment 
noted a spike in militia-linked violence against law 
enforcement, while a February 2015 assessment pre-
dicted a continuation of sporadic, unplanned violence 
by sovereign citizens against law enforcement officers 
during routine traffic stops and home visits.14

One of the more notorious recent examples of such 
violence occurred in June 2014, when Jerad Miller and his 
wife, Amanda, ambushed and fatally shot two police  

officers eating lunch at a Las Vegas pizza restaurant. A note 
they left on one officer’s body said the murders were “the 
start of the revolution.” And their social media profiles 
talked about their willingness to “die fighting” to stop gov-
ernment oppression. From the restaurant, the two entered 
a nearby Walmart, where they killed a civilian and wounded 
another officer before Jerad Miller died in a shootout with 
police and Amanda Miller died by suicide.15

Such crimes may be shocking, but the number of all 
kinds of extremist violence, including al Qaeda-inspired, 
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pales in comparison to the number of overall murders. 
“With more than 14,000 murders in the U.S. annually, 
violent extremism counts for less than 1 percent of fatal-
ities in recent years,” says Kurzman. “Many Americans 
have greater fear of extremist attacks than other forms of 
violence, but the statistics suggest that we should be con-
cerned about mundane violence that doesn’t make the 
national news.”

While surveyed law enforcement agencies ranked 
anti-government extremism a top concern in their juris-
dictions, 66 percent gauged that threat to be moderate or 
low. And 83 percent rated the threat from al Qaeda-
inspired violent extremism as moderate or low.16

“Of the list of things I lose sleep over at night, terror-
ism and violent extremism are not at the top of my list, 
and it’s my profession,” says William Braniff, START’s 
executive director. “I worry much more about traffic 
accidents, gangs and other kinds of violence and crimi-
nality in the United States. I think something like gang 
violence is horrifically damaging to communities.”

But Potok of the Southern Poverty Law Center 
(SPLC) says the public “absolutely should be worried 
about violence from the radical right. All you need is one 
or two to get through.” Some of the plots the FBI has 

disrupted over the years have been 
quite scary, Potok says, including one 
in which a self-professed member of 
the Ku Klux Klan was convicted in 
August of conspiring to use a weapon 
of mass destruction to kill American 
Muslims.

Glendon Scott Crawford, a 
General Electric industrial mechanic 
in Schenectady, N.Y., took steps to 
purchase and then weaponize a com-
mercially available industrial X-ray 
machine that he planned to install in 
a van or truck, park near the entrance 
to mosques and an Islamic commu-
nity center and school and remotely 
activate, exposing people entering 
and exiting the facilities to lethal 
doses of radiation, according to the 
Department of Justice.17

“In terms of lethal violence, there’s 
no doubt. White supremacists rule 

the roost,” says Pitcavage of the Anti-Defamation 
League. He calculates that in the past 10 years, ideologi-
cally motivated killings by white supremacists greatly 
outnumbered those by all other far-right extremist move-
ments. That conforms with data from the Extremist 
Crime Database.18

Steven Chermak and Joshua Freilich, criminologists 
at Michigan State University and the John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice in New York City, respectively, helped 
to create that database. Two years ago, they published a 
study exploring the characteristics that distinguish vio-
lent far-right hate groups from nonviolent hate organiza-
tions. They examined groups from the SPLC’s database 
that had been in existence for at least three years. In a 
sample of 275 organizations, 21 percent had members 
who had committed at least one ideologically motivated 
violent act.19

The researchers found that as groups get older or 
increase in size, “they’re more likely to be involved in 
violence,” says Chermak.

But perhaps the most robust variable linked to vio-
lence were groups that advocated leaderless resistance, in 
which everyone serves in an equal position and contacts 
between individuals and other groups are minimized, 

Extremism’s Deadly Legacy
Far-right extremists killed 245 people in the U.S. in ideologically 
motivated attacks between 1990 and 2014, compared with 62 killed by 
extremists associated with al Qaeda and affiliated movements.*

* The data exclude the nearly 3,000 who died in the 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the 168 killed in the 
1995 bombimg of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal 
Building in Oklahoma City.

Source: William S. Parkin et al., “Twenty-five Years of Ideological Homicide 
Victimization in the United States of America,” National Consortium for the 
Study of Terrorism & Responses to Terrorism, August 2015

Number of Homicide Victims of Extremist Groups, 1990-2014*
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says Chermak. Leaderless resistance reduces the chance 
that an informant or an arrested member would have 
valuable information to share with law enforcement.

“Interestingly, groups that distributed ideological lit-
erature were less likely to be involved in violence,” says 
Chermak. Violence and the resulting attention from law 
enforcement “might not only harm their propaganda 
efforts, but it could also hurt their bottom line, because 
many try to profit by selling literature,” he says.

But this study compared only groups. It did not com-
pare non-violent far-right extremists unaffiliated with 
any groups to violent lone wolves, such as accused 
Charleston shooter Dylann Roof. Freilich says lone 
wolves account for about 35 percent of ideologically 
motivated far-right extremists’ homicides in the 
Extremist Crime Database.

In a way, they are more worrisome than attacks 
planned by a group, Freilich says. “The general consen-
sus among law enforcement and scholars has been that 
loner attacks are harder to prevent,” says Freilich. “An 
individual acting alone is flying beneath the radar, not 
emailing anyone, not calling anyone, planning in secret.”

But there is a flip side, says Freilich: “When you act 
alone, you have less of an infrastructure and may do less 
damage than a group.”

Is the federal government doing  
enough to fight far-right extremist violence?
A chorus of voices, from members of Congress to advo-
cacy groups, is demanding that the federal government 
pay greater attention to violent far-right extremists.

“The United States allocates significant resources 
towards combating Islamic violent extremism while fail-
ing to devote adequate resources to right-wing extrem-
ism,” wrote 20 House Democrats in July to President 
Obama and Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh 
Johnson. “When efforts are made to address right-wing 
extremism, they are often met with significant political 
backlash.”20

The reference was to a 2009 Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) intelligence assessment, which warned of 
growing recruitment by “domestic right-wing terrorists” 
and said that a small percentage of military personnel 
were joining far-right extremist groups.21

The document, meant for state and local law enforce-
ment, was leaked and prompted a swift backlash from 

conservatives, who called the assessment a slur against 
veterans. “That was simply not true,” says Potok of the 
Southern Poverty Law Center, adding that the intelli-
gence assessment was accurate. Then-Homeland Security 
Secretary Janet Napolitano withdrew it and publicly 
criticized its authors, some of whom quit.

Some conservatives are on guard once again after 
then-U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder announced in 
June 2014 that he was reviving the Domestic Terrorism 
Executive Committee (DTEC), originally established 
after the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal 
Building in Oklahoma City but abruptly discontinued 
after 9/11. It’s composed of leaders within the 
Department of Justice who coordinate with federal U.S. 
attorneys in districts across the country on non-jihadist 
domestic terrorism cases.22

Holder said that while law enforcement must remain 
vigilant against threats from al Qaeda affiliates and indi-
viduals they inspire, “we also must concern ourselves 
with the continued danger we face from individuals 
within our own borders who may be motivated by a vari-
ety of other causes, from anti-government animus to 
racial prejudice.”23

At a hearing days later, Rep. Bob Goodlatte, R-Va., 
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, expressed 

President Obama addresses the White House Summit on 
Countering Violent Extremism on Feb. 19, 2015. The Obama White 
House favored a strategy — known as countering violent 
extremism, or CVE — to prevent violent extremists from recruiting 
and radicalizing U.S. residents.
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reservations. “What and whom does the attorney general 
really intend to target via the DTEC?” asked Goodlatte. 
“Would a group advocating strenuously for smaller gov-
ernment and lower taxes be included in the attorney gen-
eral’s definition of a group with ‘anti-government 
animus’? ”24

But several analysts who track domestic extremism 
welcomed the task force’s resurrection and said that even 
more should be done. The restoration of the Homeland 
Security unit that issued the 2009 report should be first 
on the agenda, says Potok.

“DHS has allowed its non-Islamic domestic terrorism 
unit, essentially, to go fallow,” he says.

Daryl Johnson, a former senior domestic terrorism 
analyst at DHS who was the primary author of the con-
troversial report, agrees with Potok. “Over the past year 
or so, they’ve had a modest effort to publish a few fin-
ished intelligence reports related to this topic,” says 
Johnson, now a private consultant on domestic terror-
ism. “Nevertheless, the number of analysts at DHS’s 
Office of Intelligence and Assessment monitoring this 
subject is three, compared to nearly 100 looking at 
Islamic terrorism. There’s a clear imbalance of resources.” 
A DHS spokesman would not confirm the figures.

Johnson says the FBI also could be 
doing more analysis. “The FBI has a 
very small domestic terrorism analysis 
unit — 10 analysts — but they don’t 
put out a lot of reports,” he says.

The Anti-Defamation League’s 
Pitcavage says, “Some of the com-
plaints about the federal government 
not doing enough are not quite fair 
to the many people in law enforce-
ment who deal with right-wing 
extremism on a regular basis.” He 
praises the work of the FBI’s Joint 
Terrorism Task Forces, which are 
small teams of investigators, analysts, 
linguists and other specialists drawn 
from the FBI and federal, state and 
local agencies.25

The teams are located in each of 
the FBI’s 56 field offices and are 
divided into domestic and interna-
tional terrorism squads. The domestic 

terrorism squads “routinely make cases, and they rou-
tinely make arrests of right-wing extremists,” says 
Pitcavage. Still, he would like to see more FBI agents 
assigned to them, without diminishing the focus on 
international terrorism.

“It’s a zero-sum game. We only have so many agents,” 
says David Gomez, a retired FBI executive, who esti-
mates that about one-quarter to one-third of task force 
FBI agents are working on domestic terrorism. In any 
case, he says, “The FBI is pretty good at allocating 
resources to where they are needed.”

A senior U.S. law enforcement official who spoke on 
condition of anonymity concurred with Gomez. “I can’t 
give you specific numbers,” the official says, but “on a 
regular basis, the FBI looks at the threats and its resources 
and adjusts accordingly. And we feel comfortable that we 
are properly resourced.”

The FBI cannot surf the Internet looking for trou-
bling posts or begin investigations of individuals based 
solely on their Internet postings, which are constitution-
ally protected. Evidence or probable cause must exist to 
believe that someone is “moving towards criminal activ-
ity,” says Gomez. That can come from public tips or a 
confidential source, he says.

Ex-supremacists Cite History of Drugs, Abuse
Former members of violent white-supremacist groups said they had 
dealt with substance abuse, attempted and/or considered suicide or 
experienced mental health problems, according to interviews with 44 
ex-members. Common childhood trauma included neglect, physical 
abuse and sexual abuse.

Source: Pete Simi et al., “Trauma as a Precursor to Violent Extremism,” 
National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, 
April 2015, http://tinyurl.com/opz2wcw

Backgrounds of Former Violent White Supremacists
(by percentage of those with each problem)

72%

Childhood sexual abuse

Childhood physical abuse

Childhood neglect

Expelled or dropped out of school

Mental health problems

Attempted/considered suicide

Substance abuse

62%

57%

54%

46%

45%

21%
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For Pitcavage, the biggest concern is that the govern-
ment is not training enough state and local law enforce-
ment personnel to deal with domestic extremism. He 
says law enforcement officers need to understand domes-
tic extremists’ ideologies and recognize potentially vio-
lent far-right extremists through tattoos and other 
indicators in order to avoid being shot during routine 
encounters.

The Department of Justice funds the State and Local 
Anti-Terrorism Training Program (SLATT), which 
focuses on both domestic and international terrorism. 
SLATT has trained more than 142,600 state, local and 
tribal law enforcement officers since its founding in 
1996, says a Justice spokeswoman. The Anti-Defamation 
League is the largest nongovernment provider of such 
training, reaching 10,000 to 12,000 law enforcement 
officers a year, says Pitcavage.

“But we’re both just a drop in the bucket,” he says. 
“There are nearly a million law enforcement personnel 
in this country, and there’s a lot of turnover.”

However, the funding for SLATT may be in jeopardy, 
say Johnson and others. The congressional ban on ear-
marks, or items that lawmakers can add to spending bills 
independently of the executive branch, has limited 
Congress’ ability to appropriate funding directly to 
SLATT. The Department of Justice was able to find 
money for SLATT this fiscal year, but next year’s fund-
ing level is in question.

Should the federal government try to  
prevent young people from becoming extremists?
The Obama administration has recognized that just dis-
rupting extremist plots and making arrests is not a sus-
tainable strategy, says START’s Braniff. “You’re 
constantly reacting and not getting ahead of the issue,” 
he says.

The White House announced an approach in 2011 — 
known as countering violent extremism, or CVE — to pre-
vent violent extremists from recruiting and radicalizing U.S. 
residents.26 The plan called for the Department of Justice, 
the FBI, Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the 
National Counterterrorism Center and U.S. attorneys in 
key regions to partner with communities to develop anti-
radicalization programs. Although the plan said that CVE 
should focus primarily on Islamist extremism, it said it 
should not ignore “other forms of violent extremism.”27

But that is what happened, said a June report from 
George Washington University: “Between 2000 and 
2013, the vast majority of attacks in the homeland were 
carried out by non-Islamist extremists. Yet 100 percent of 
federal CVE efforts are aimed at Muslim communities.”28

A three-day summit at the White House in February 
on countering violent extremism is a prime example of 
misplaced priorities, says Potok of the Southern Poverty 
Law Center.

“Much fine lip service was given by the president and 
others to the idea that this summit would cover all kinds 
of terrorism,” he says. “But virtually all of the discussion 
was about Islamist terrorism.”

Asked for examples of how CVE applies to non-
Islamist extremism, Justice Department spokesman 
Mark Raimondi would only say, “CVE programs are 
designed to counter all violent extremists. They are not 
limited to any single group or demographic.”

The CVE approach is not new; anti-extremism pro-
grams have existed sporadically for nearly a decade. They 
include everything from raising awareness through 
DHS-led community meetings about radicalization, to 
building trust through an FBI agent’s sharing a meal at a 
mosque to break the daily Ramadan fast, to improving 

Anti-immigrant extremist Anders Behring Breivik, who killed 77 
adults and children in Norway in 2011, was known to have visited 
Stormfront, a white nationalist online discussion forum. The 
number of registered Stormfront users has grown from 5,000 in 
2002 to nearly 300,000 today, although many are inactive.
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community resilience through leadership training for 
American Muslim youths.

The summit highlighted three new pilot programs 
led by U.S. attorneys in Boston, Minneapolis and Los 
Angeles that, the George Washington University 
researchers said, are aimed chiefly at ISIS radicaliza-
tion.* The Los Angeles program seems to build on 
existing outreach to the Muslim community. Boston’s 
program would send resources to organizations provid-
ing “vulnerable individuals” with mental-health ser-
vices, educational assistance and transitional job 
opportunities.29

But there are myriad problems with CVE, including 
no evidence that it works, say critics. It also stigmatizes 
American Muslims as inherently suspect, says Hina 
Shamsi, director of the National Security Project at the 
New York-based American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU), by setting “them apart from their neighbors 
based on their faith, their race, their ethnicity.” In some 
cases, the FBI has secretly used “community outreach to 
actually gather intelligence,” alienating communities, she 
says.30 Several Muslim organizations in pilot cities have 
refused to participate.31

Critics have difficulty imagining the government 
using the same model to combat far-right radicalization. 
“You’d have to go to churches in places where there has 
been white supremacist violence and say, ‘Hi, I’m DHS 
and I want to tell you the 12 signs of racism in your child 
that lead him or her to violence.’ Do you think anybody 
would stand for that?” says Faiza Patel, co-director of the 
Liberty & National Security Program at the Brennan 
Center for Justice.

Szmania of START says the United States could take 
a page from Europe and emulate Exit Sweden, a non-
profit run by former neo-Nazis that helps people leave 
the movement. Its members also talk to schools “about 
the negative experience of being part of a violent extrem-
ist group,” says Szmania. Life After Hate began its own 
Exit program this past spring.

Braniff says the government could focus on prisons. 
“We have more white supremacists in the U.S. prison 

system than we’ll ever have jihadists,” he says. “Yet 
there is no formal reintegration and rehabilitation for 
them.”

And, he says, the federal government could help 
communities concerned about racial violence raise 
awareness, provide prevention programming and create 
intervention teams. That way, “if the next Dylann Roof 
mentions to friends or acquaintances that he’s going to 
shoot black people, there is an intervention team that 
can talk to him.”

People must understand laws that protect behavior 
and speech and the privacy of students, says Braniff, “but 
there are also exceptions to those laws, such as when a 
student talks about shooting other students.”

These efforts would depend on continued govern-
ment funding of organizations like START that conduct 
violent-extremism research, says Braniff. The research 
results could be made accessible in one- or two-page 
summaries “for nongovernmental organizations to hand 
out to teachers, administrators and counselors,” he says. 
In fact, START produces such bite-size digests.

Pete Simi, a criminologist at the University of 
Nebraska-Omaha, is the author of a two-page research 
brief. He and colleagues examined the life histories of 44 
violent white supremacists and found that nearly half 
reported being physically abused as children. Almost 
two-thirds said they had attempted and/or seriously con-
sidered suicide, and nearly three-quarters reported hav-
ing problems with alcohol and/or illegal drugs. Slightly 
more than half had either been expelled from school or 
dropped out. These rates are higher than in the general 
population.32

Simi cautions that there is no way to predict whether 
someone with these experiences will become a violent 
extremist. “It is never a simple cause and effect,” he 
says. But there is heightened risk, and he says a young 
person with such a background is vulnerable to chance 
encounters. The person may attend a white-power con-
cert, for example, and meet a neo-Nazi skinhead who 
can “become a mentor of sorts in a very unfortunate 
way.”

Simi’s research did not look at nonviolent white 
supremacists for comparison, which makes the findings 
of limited utility. But Simi says the research indicates 
that the nation needs to better provide at-risk youths 
with mental health services and other supports.

* ISIS is a terrorist organization that aims to create an Islamic state 
across Sunni areas of Iraq and in Syria and tries to radicalize 
European and North American youths through the Internet and 
social media.
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C H R O N O L O G Y

1950s-60s Ku Klux Klan re-emerges amid civil rights 
movement; neo-Nazi groups form.

1954 Supreme Court landmark ruling in Brown v. Board 
of Education declaring segregated public schools 
unconstitutional spurs Klan growth.

1959 Navy veteran George Lincoln Rockwell founds 
American Nazi Party.

1961 Klan leaders form United Klans of America, by 
mid-decade the nation’s largest Klan group, with an 
estimated 26,000 members.

1963 Bombing of 16th Street Baptist Church in 
Birmingham, Ala., kills four black girls; four Klan 
members are suspects, but no arrests are made.

1964 Congress passes Civil Rights Act, spurred in part by 
outrage over the 1963 church bombing. . . . White 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi founded; 
members murder three civil rights workers.

1967 Seven Klan members are convicted of federal 
conspiracy charges in the 1964 murders of the three civil 
rights workers. . . . American Nazi Party founder Rockwell 
is assassinated; the party fractures.

1970s-80s Ku Klux Klan declines; neo-Nazis 
organize.

1970 Rockwell disciple William Pierce founds the 
National Alliance, the most dangerous and best  
organized neo-Nazi group to emerge in the next several 
decades.

1977 One Klan member is convicted of murder in the 
16th Street Baptist Church bombing; two others are not 
convicted for decades; the fourth dies before prosecution.

1979 FBI infiltrates Klan groups, and civil rights 
movement’s victories lead to steep decline in Klan 
membership.

1980 A Klan grand wizard, David Duke, leaves Klan to 
form National Association for the Advancement of White 
People and in 1989 wins a seat in the Louisiana legislature 

as a Republican; he later loses races for the U.S. Senate 
and Louisiana governorship.

1989 Hammerskin Nation unifies dispersed, racist 
skinheads, who hold neo-Nazi ideas and have shaved 
heads and unique tattoos.

1992-Present Anti-government extremists bomb 
federal building in Oklahoma City; al Qaeda kills nearly 
3,000.

1992 Federal agents conduct a much-criticized siege of a 
white supremacist compound in Ruby Ridge, Idaho. 
Several people are killed, including a teenage boy.

1993 Federal agents lay siege to Branch Davidian 
compound in Waco, Texas, resulting in the deaths of 
more than 80; the raids fuel anti-government militia 
movements.

1994 Jeff Schoep, a neo-Nazi from Minnesota, founds the 
National Socialist Movement.

1995 Anti-government militants detonate a truck bomb at 
Oklahoma City’s federal building, killing 168; government 
cracks down on far-right violent extremists, whose 
numbers plummet by decade’s end.

2001 Al Qaeda operatives kill nearly 3,000 people in 
attacks on the World Trade Center in New York and the 
Pentagon and the crash of a hijacked plane.

2002 National Alliance loses most members following 
Pierce’s death; many neo-Nazis remain unaffiliated over 
the next decades.

2008 Election of Barak Obama, nation’s first black 
president, the 2007-09 recession and the mortgage crisis 
anger white supremacists and fuel revival of anti-
government extremism.

2012 Racist skinhead Wade Michael Page attacks an Oak 
Creek, Wis., Sikh temple, killing six and wounding four 
before killing himself.

2015 Dylann Roof is charged with killing nine black 
parishioners in a church in Charleston, S.C.
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Militias Score Successes in  
Standoffs with Feds
Some criticize government’s inaction, but officials cite safety concerns.

In April 2014, Eric Parker stood on an overpass in the 
Nevada desert, holding a semi-automatic rifle and 
watching as the crowd below faced off against agents of 

the federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
Parker had traveled from central Idaho, one of hundreds 

of armed militia members, states’ rights advocates, gun 
rights activists and other protesters who had gathered to 
support renegade rancher Cliven Bundy. The week before, 
BLM agents had begun rounding up hundreds of Bundy’s 
cattle that were grazing illegally on federal land. Bundy 
denies federal authority over the land and refuses to pay 
federal grazing fees and penalties, which amount to more 
than $1 million.1

Five days after the armed contingent arrived, the BLM 
halted the roundup and released the cattle. BLM Director 
Neil Kornze cited “serious concern about the safety of 
employees and members of the public.”2

Militia experts, however, say it was an unprecedented 
retreat by the government. “It’s not the groups, it’s not their 
concerns, it’s not their anger, all of that is old, but the fed-
eral government backing down? I was like, ‘wow! Seriously?’ 
” said Catherine Stock, a history professor at Connecticut 
College in New London who studies rural militias.3

The federal agency’s stance led Robert Crooks to assert, 
“BLM no longer exists in this section of Nevada,” at a 

Bundy ranch celebration marking the one-year anniversary 
of the standoff. Crooks, founder of the Tecate, Calif.-based 
Mountain Minutemen group opposed to illegal immigra-
tion, had spent much of the past year living in his RV on 
the Bundy ranch.4

The FBI is reportedly investigating Bundy’s armed sup-
porters, but a year and a half later, authorities have not 
charged anyone with pointing weapons at federal agents or 
tried to collect the money Bundy owes, and his cattle con-
tinue to roam federal land.5

“Our primary goal remains, as it was a year ago, to 
resolve this matter safely and according to the rule of the 
law,” agency spokeswoman Celia Boddington said in April.6

Bundy has become a hero to anti-government activists 
and met privately in June with Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., who 
is running for president.7

“It’s clear that the ‘victory’ of Bundy and his sympathiz-
ers has already encouraged a number of similar defiant 
stands against government authority,” said Ryan Lenz, a 
senior writer with the Southern Poverty Law Center 
(SPLC), an advocacy group in Montgomery, Ala., that 
researches antigovernment groups.8

In July, inspired by Bundy’s resistance, the Filippini 
ranching family defied the BLM and released hundreds of 
cattle onto drought-stressed federal land in Nevada that the 

“Some of these youth join street gangs, some become 
runaways, drugs addicts or lead otherwise dysfunctional 
lives, and some become violent extremists,” he says. “I’m 
not suggesting that CVE is a bad idea, but I am suggest-
ing that we need to think bigger than a CVE-only 
approach.”

Providing needed mental health services, after-school 
programs and other outreach is a good idea, says the 
ACLU’s Shamsi, but it “shouldn’t be done in an effort led 
by law enforcement agencies, and it shouldn’t be done in 
ways that say to the world at large that these communities 
are being targeted because we think they are a threat.”

BACKGROUND
Extreme Dissatisfaction

The United States has seen multiple extremist movements 
throughout its history, especially during times of crisis.

“Extremists seek either a radical change in the status 
quo . . . or the defense of privileges they perceive to be 
threatened,” said Martha Crenshaw, a senior fellow at 
Stanford University’s Freeman Spogli Institute for 
International Studies. “Their dissatisfaction with the poli-
cies of the government is extreme, and their demands usu-
ally involve the displacement of existing political elites.”33
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agency had placed off limits to grazing in 2013. The family 
had sued and protested, but nothing had changed the gov-
ernment’s mind.

Nevada ranchers are “pretty close to being extinct,” said 
matriarch Eddyann Filippini, “and they’re using the drought 
as the ax to cut our heads off.” A few days later, the govern-
ment and the family reached an agreement allowing the cat-
tle to graze for three more years in exchange for a $106 fine.9

“The BLM really needs to take care of the public’s land, 
needs to regulate the ranchers’ exploitation of this privilege 
to graze on public lands,” said Kirsten Stade, advocacy 
director for the Washington-based Public Employees for 
Environmental Responsibility. But “they’re scared.”10

In August, more than 20 armed members of Patriot 
groups that describe themselves as defenders of the 
Constitution arrived in Lincoln, Mont. Two local miners 
embroiled in a dispute with the U.S. Forest Service over the 
legality of their mining operations sought the groups’ help. 
Federal prosecutors have asked a federal judge in Montana to 
prevent the miners and their supporters from blocking access 
to public lands and threatening government officials.11

The government’s caution in the field traces to two sem-
inal events of the early 1990s. In 1992, federal agents laid 
siege to a compound of white separatists in Ruby Ridge, 
Idaho, which ended with several people killed, including a 
teenage boy. The next year, agents raided the Branch 
Davidian compound in Waco, Texas. The apocalyptic reli-
gious sect was believed to be amassing a weapons arsenal. A 
gun battle between federal agents and the Davidians, in 
which four agents and six Davidians died, led to a 51-day 
siege, broken when the FBI fired tear gas and the Davidians 
then set fire to the compound. When the siege was over, 75 
Davidians, a third of them children, had died.12

“What they learned from Waco was that a heavy-handed 
approach risks a major loss of life,” said the SPLC in a 2014 
report. “Yet allowing the anti-government movement to 
flout the law at gunpoint is surely not the answer.”13

— Barbara Mantel

1 Jonathan Allen, “After Nevada ranch stand-off, emboldened militias 
ask: where next?” Reuters, April 17, 2014, http://tinyurl.com/kwwt9zm.
2 “Nevada cattle issue stalled,” The Richfield Reaper (Utah), April 16, 
2014, http://tinyurl.com/pj4kkur.
3 Allen, op. cit.
4 Kirk Siegler, “Year After Denying Federal Control, Bundy Still Runs 
His Bit of Nevada,” NPR, April 14, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/owafag3.
5 Ibid.
6 Caroline Connolly, “‘Liberty Celebration’ at Bundy ranch marks one-
year since armed confrontation with BLM,” Fox 13-Salt Lake City, April 
10, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/nj5ow37.
7 Adam B. Lerner, “Rand Paul Meets With Rogue Rancher Cliven 
Bundy,” Politico, June 30, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/pdxjdud.
8 Ryan Lenz, “Free Radicals,” Intelligence Report, Southern Poverty Law 
Center, June 10, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/ojuct2t.
9 Julie Turkewitz, “Drought Pushes Nevada Ranchers to Take On 
Washington,” The New York Times, July 2, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/
p7ksk3a.
10 Ibid.
11 Matt Volz, “US government seeks ruling against miners, armed 
protesters,” The Associated Press, Aug. 11, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/
pe5vxrb.
12 Clyde Haberman, “Memories of Waco Siege Continue to Fuel Far-
Right Groups,” The New York Times, July 12, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/
ns3qeq9.
 13 Haberman, op. cit.

Movements considered extreme in one age can, over 
time, occasionally become part of the mainstream.

“Sometimes, those who take an inflexible, radical 
position hasten a purpose that years later is widely hailed 
as legitimate and just,” said Michael Kazin, a professor of 
history at Georgetown University. For instance, “moder-
ate authorities in politics and the media” once lambasted 
extreme abolitionists, pioneering woman suffragists and 
militant opponents of Jim Crow.34

And sometimes, mainstream movements come to be 
considered extreme. In the 1920s, the Ku Klux Klan had 
widespread support. The post-World War I waves of 

Catholic and Jewish immigration and Prohibition-
related crime “brought the Klan millions of recruits,” 
wrote University of Florida historian David Chalmers in 
Hooded Americanism: The History of the Ku Klux Klan.35

Here are brief histories of the some of today’s far-right 
extremist movements.

Ku Klux Klan
The Klan was born in 1865 in the wake of the Civil War, 
quickly becoming a vigilante group intent on intimidat-
ing Southern blacks and their white supporters and  
preventing blacks from exercising basic civil rights.  
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It became especially infamous for lynchings and burning 
crosses.36

“Outlandish titles (like imperial wizard and exalted 
cyclops), hooded costumes, violent ‘night rides,’ and the 
notion that the group comprised an ‘invisible empire’ 
conferred a mystique that only added to the Klan’s popu-
larity,” according to the Southern Poverty Law Center 
(SPLC). “Lynchings, tar-and-featherings, rapes and 
other violent attacks on those challenging white suprem-
acy became a hallmark of the Klan.”37

After Jim Crow laws enforced racial segregation in the 
South, Imperial Wizard Nathan Bedford Forrest — a 
former Confederate general — formally disbanded the 
Klan in 1869. But during its resurgence 50 years later the 

Klan “picked up its first genuine Klan senator in Texas,” 
“helped capture the governorship” in Oregon, and “with 
business support, elected two U.S. Senators and swept 
the state” in Colorado, wrote Chalmers. From Indiana to 
Wisconsin to New Jersey and New York, the Klan orga-
nized in thousands of localities and influenced local and 
state elections.38

But internal power struggles, sex scandals, newspaper 
exposés and a growing public revulsion with its terror 
and violence eventually reduced the Klan’s influence. By 
the beginning of the 1930s, the group that had num-
bered in the millions in the 1920s had no more than 
100,000 members.39

The Klan experienced its third surge in the 1960s in 
response to the civil rights movement. In efforts to pre-
serve segregation, the Klan conducted nocturnal cross 
burnings and mass meetings that began to draw growing 
turnouts in Alabama and Georgia. The group returned to 
its violent ways, according to the SPLC, and its bombings, 
murders and other attacks “took a great many lives.”40 
Bombing targets included the 16th Street Baptist Church 
in Birmingham, Ala., in September 1963, in which four 
young girls died and 22 others were injured.41 The result-
ing public outrage helped to spur passage of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Within a decade, the Klan had waned in the wake of 
the civil rights movement’s achievements. “The black 
marchers were gone from the city streets but were taking 
their places in the schools and factories, legislatures, city 
commissions, and even Southern police forces. Klansmen 
seemed even more likely to end up in jail,” wrote Chalmers.

Since the 1970s, “the Klan has been greatly weakened 
by internal conflicts, court cases, a seemingly endless 
series of splits and government infiltration,” said the 
SPLC, which estimates its current membership, divided 
among competing factions, at no more than 8,000 indi-
viduals.42 One prominent former grand wizard, David 
Duke, won a seat in the Louisiana state legislature in 
1989, before running unsuccessfully for multiple offices, 
including Louisiana governor and U.S. president.

Neo-Nazis and Skinheads
The modern American neo-Nazi movement is rooted in 
the late 1930s, when Adolf Hitler’s Germany and Benito 
Mussolini’s Italy inspired the proliferation of more than 
100 Nazi and fascist groups in the United States. Four 

David Duke, a Ku Klux Klan grand wizard, left the Klan in 1980 to 
form the National Association for the Advancement of White 
People. He won a seat in the Louisiana legislature in 1989 before 
running unsuccessfully for multiple offices, including Louisiana 
governor and U.S. president.
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had a national impact, wrote Stephen Atkins, a former 
Texas A&M University librarian, in The Encyclopedia of 
Right-Wing Extremism in Modern American History:43

 • The Khaki Shirts of America — whose goal was to 
seize the federal government, abolish Congress, 
build the world’s largest military and kill Jews — 
had fewer than 200 active members.

 • The Silver Shirts, modeled after Hitler’s Brown 
Shirts and Mussolini’s Black Shirts, had up to 
50,000 members at its peak in 1934.

 • The German American Bund, with close ties to 
Nazi Germany, spread pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic 
propaganda in public meetings and at youth 
camps.

 • The America First Committee, an alliance of con-
servatives, fascists and politicians who wanted to 
keep the United States out of World War II, 
became increasingly extremist as Fascist and Nazi 
supporters flocked to it.

Leadership problems, as well as the United States’ 
entry into World War II, ended some groups and signifi-
cantly reduced the influence of others, wrote Atkins.44

The American Nazi Party of the 1950s and ’60s was 
the first significant neo-Nazi group to emerge in the 
post-war years. Its founder, World War II and Korean 
War Navy veteran George Lincoln Rockwell, blamed 
Jews for fomenting the civil rights movement and 
called for the execution of Jews and blacks. After an 
expelled member assassinated Rockwell in 1967, the 
party “fractured into a variety of squabbling small neo-
Nazi groups,” according to the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL).45

In 1970, West Virginia physicist and Rockwell disci-
ple William Pierce founded the National Alliance, which 
the SPLC said was “for decades the most dangerous and 
best organized neo-Nazi formation in America.” The 
group called for the eradication of the Jews and non-
white races as well as creation of an all-white homeland. 
Pierce’s novel, The Turner Diaries, described a race war in 
which Jews and others are slaughtered. It inspired the 
1995 bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma 
City, whose perpetrators had ties to both white suprem-
acy and anti-government extremism, and many other 
acts of terror.46

The National Alliance reached its peak in the 1990s. 
“At its height, it had chapters in several European coun-
tries, and The Turner Diaries was translated and made 
available free in half a dozen languages,” said the SPLC, 
which estimates that by 2002, the Alliance had 1,400 
“carefully vetted, dues-paying members.” However, 
after Pierce’s death in 2002, the group lost most of its 
members.47

The resulting power vacuum was filled by the 
National Socialist Movement, currently the nation’s larg-
est neo-Nazi organization, with an estimated 350 mem-
bers.48 Led by Jeff Schoep, a neo-Nazi since his teen years 
in Minnesota, the group has been known for its theatri-
cal protests — in full Nazi uniforms until 2007 and in 
black uniforms since then.

The movement has set up a youth corps for recruiting 
teens and women and skinhead divisions. It owns a so-
called hate-rock music (also known as white power 
music) label and a popular white supremacist social net-
working site. The group idolizes Hitler and believes that 
only “pure-blood whites” should be U.S. citizens, while 

Timothy McVeigh, a supporter of the militia movement, detonated 
the truck bomb in Oklahoma City that killed 168 people in 1995. 
He said he was seeking revenge for the government sieges at a 
white separatist camp in Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in 1992 and an 
apocalyptic religious sect in Waco, Texas, the next year. McVeigh 
was executed by lethal injection in June 2001.
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everyone else should be deported. Its recent protests have 
focused on illegal immigrants.49

Overall, “the organized portion of the neo-Nazi 
movement has for some years been in relatively poor 
health,” according to the ADL. “However, there still 
remains a large number of unaffiliated neo-Nazis in 
the United States, many of whom could come back 
‘into the fold’ if a group began to experience signifi-
cant success.”50

The racist skinhead movement, which first emerged 
among British youth in the 1970s, also has been stagnant 
in recent years, according to the ADL. (The two other 
branches of the skinhead movement are traditional skin-
heads and anti-racist skinheads.) By the 1980s the racist 
skinhead subculture had spread across Western Europe 
and North America, its members sporting shaved heads 
and unique tattoos and holding essentially the same 
beliefs as neo-Nazis. They are largely unaffiliated with 
any organized groups, although there are two prominent 
racist skinhead gangs, the Hammerskin Nation, a 
national league of regional crews, and the Midwest-based 
Vinlanders Social Club.

Page, the racist skinhead who attacked the Sikh tem-
ple in Oak Creek, Wis., in 2012, played in several hate-
music bands.51

Militia Movement and Sovereign Citizens
In 1994 and 1995, hundreds of militias with a total of as 
many as 100,000 members had formed across the United 
States, wrote University of Hartford historian Robert 
Churchill in To Shake Their Guns in the Tyrant’s Face, a 
chronicle of the militia movement.52

Churchill said the movement grew out of its mem-
bers’ perception “that their government had turned 
increasingly violent.” The government sieges at a white 
separatist compound in Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in 1992 and 
of an apocalyptic religious sect in Waco, Texas, the next 
year — both ending in multiple deaths and later criti-
cized in official reports — “were the most important 
events driving this perception,” said Churchill. “Finally, 
militia men and women feared that recently passed gun-
control legislation would be enforced with the same vio-
lence exhibited at Waco and Ruby Ridge.”

The militia members argued that popular violence 
was a legitimate response to a government’s denial of 
fundamental rights or to state-sponsored violence 

against citizens.53 Timothy McVeigh, who detonated 
the truck bomb in Oklahoma City that killed 168 peo-
ple in 1995, said he was seeking revenge for Ruby 
Ridge and Waco. McVeigh was executed by lethal injec-
tion in June 2001.

The militia movement included some African-
Americans, such as J.J. Johnson, the leader of the largest 
militia group in Ohio in the 1990s. Johnson denounced 
“the militarization of our law enforcement, those ‘peace 
officers’ who can be found clad in their black ninja suits 
while they storm inner-city neighborhoods indiscrimi-
nately shooting and beating residents while fighting their 
‘war on drugs.’ ”54

Many of these militias were led by constitutional 
fundamentalists, who argued that the federal govern-
ment had exceeded its powers. Other militia leaders 
were more conspiracy-minded, arguing that Waco and 
Ruby Ridge were “dress rehearsals for an impending 
invasion by the forces of the New World Order,” and 
that the federal government was stripping citizens of 
their guns through legislation in advance of the plot, 
wrote Churchill.55

After the Oklahoma City bombing, state and federal 
law enforcement agencies made “major arrests of militia 
group members who were engaged in a variety of plots 
and conspiracies in West Virginia, Georgia, Arizona, 
Washington, Michigan, Florida and many other states,” 
according to the ADL. By the end of the 1990s, “many 
anti-government extremists had lost their energy, while a 
number of them were in prison,” and the movement 
went into a steep decline.56

The 2008 election of Democrat Barack Obama, the 
nation’s first African-American president, along with the 
recession, mortgage crisis and renewed discussion of 
gun-control legislation, helped to spur a second surge in 
the militia movement. The number of militia groups 
tracked by the ADL and the SPLC grew sharply between 
2009 and 2010, although the numbers have declined 
since 2012.

The sovereign citizen movement, in particular, was 
galvanized by the mortgage crisis. The movement had 
begun in the 1970s and grew in numbers during the 
deep recession and farm crisis of the 1980s. Its core belief 
is that “many years ago an insidious conspiracy infil-
trated and subverted the U.S. government, slowly replac-
ing parts of the original, legitimate government (often 
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referred to by sovereigns as the ‘de jure’ government) 
with an illegitimate, tyrannical government (the ‘de 
facto’ government),” according to a 2012 ADL report.57

Sovereign citizens believe they can tear up what they 
see as the illegitimate government’s contracts, such as 
driver’s licenses and Social Security cards, and thus 
regain their sovereignty and freedom from the illegiti-
mate government’s laws. Sovereign citizens typically 
eschew organized groups but rather are a loosely formed 
mass of individuals who follow sovereign citizen 
“gurus.”58

To try to avoid paying taxes and fines, sovereign citi-
zens resort to what is commonly called paper terrorism. 
“Paper terrorism involves the use of bogus legal docu-
ments and filings, or the misuse of legitimate ones, to 
intimidate, harass, threaten, or retaliate against public 
officials, law enforcement officers, or private citizens,” 
said the ADL.

Perhaps the oldest tactic is the filing of false or nui-
sance liens against the personal properties of law enforce-
ment officials and public officials, who then have to hire 
lawyers to clear the title at considerable expense.59

CURRENT SITUATION
Countering Extremists
Congress is considering legislation aimed at coordinating 
and funding the federal government’s efforts to prevent 
violent extremism in the United States. In mid-July, the 
House Committee on Homeland Security approved the 
Countering Violent Extremism Act of 2015, which 
defines violent extremism as “ideologically motivated 
terrorist activities.”

The measure would establish an Office for Countering 
Violent Extremism within the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS), to be run by a new assistant secretary, 
with a budget of $10 million a year.60

“In the face of mounting threats, our government is 
doing far too little to counter violent extremism here 
in the United States,” said Rep. Michael McCaul, 
R-Texas, the committee chair and the bill’s sponsor. 
“Whether it is the long reach of international terrorists 
into our communities or the homegrown hate spread 
by domestic extremist groups, we are ill-equipped to 
prevent Americans from being recruited by dangerous 
fanatics.”61

The new office would coordinate with other federal 
agencies and manage DHS’ activities to counter violent 
extremism, which the legislation says should include:

 • Identifying risk factors that contribute to violent 
extremism and potential remedies;

 • Identifying populations targeted by violent 
extremist recruitment;

 • Managing outreach and engagement programs in 
communities at risk;

 • Assessing the methods used by violent extremists 
to disseminate propaganda, and

 • Establishing a counter-messaging program via the 
Internet and social media.62

All activities would be supported by empirical research 
and “respect the privacy, civil rights and civil liberties of 
all Americans,” according to the proposed bill.63

Conservative opinion on beefing up DHS prevention 
and de-radicalization efforts is mixed. For example, the 
Heritage Foundation, a Washington think tank, sup-
ports such change, but several grassroots conservative 
and libertarian bloggers oppose it for what they consider 
its excessively broad definition of violent extremism.64

“We certainly don’t need to give the government carte 
blanche to declare ‘ideological’ enemies in such a nebulous 
manner,” said the Bastrop County Tea Party in Texas in a 
blog post. The group is calling for the bill to be killed.65

Forty-eight human rights, civil liberties and commu-
nity-based organizations, including the ACLU, the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations and the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), also have strong objections to the legislation. 
In a letter to the House committee before the vote, the 
organizations outlined their many long-standing objec-
tions to CVE programs, including the lack of evidence 
that such programs help to reduce terrorism, the threats 
they pose to freedoms of speech, association and religion 
and their almost exclusive focus on Muslim communities.

“Our organizations believe that this effort is mis-
guided and likely to be harmful,” they wrote.66

Rep. Bennie Thompson of Mississippi, the Homeland 
Security Committee’s ranking Democrat, said that he 
could not support the bill as currently written.67 He 
introduced an amendment that tried to address some of 
the concerns. It would have required DHS to analyze the 
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A T  I S S U E

Should hate speech be regulated in the United States?
Michel Rosenfeld
Professor of Law and Comparative 
Democracy and Human Rights, Yeshiva 
University; author of Law, Justice, 
Democracy, and the Clashes of Cultures:  
A Pluralist Account

Written for CQ Researcher, September 2015

The United States protects hate speech unless it amounts to incite-
ment to violence, whereas Canada and European democracies 
prohibit hate speech if it incites racial hatred. American exception-
alism regarding hate speech mirrors the country’s extraordinary 
devotion to free speech and has several palpable advantages. The 
American approach carves out clear boundaries between permis-
sible and impermissible speech while encouraging discussion over 
suppression of hateful ideas, convinced that reason can best hate. 
One notorious example was the proposed 1978 neo-Nazi march in 
Skokie, Ill., a Chicago suburb where many Holocaust survivors 
live. The courts cleared the way for the march, and the thrust of the 
marchers’ message fell on overwhelmingly deaf ears.

The Skokie case underscores a sharp contrast between the 
United States and Germany, where hate speech and Holocaust 
denial are criminalized in vigilance against any resurgence of 
Nazism. Any comparison centering on the swastika is, however, 
misleading, as the closest analogy in this country to what the swas-
tika symbolizes in Germany is cross burning. The latter embodies 
racial hatred, intimidation and a history of extreme violence against 
the country’s African-American minority. Yet in 1992, a unanimous 
U.S. Supreme Court held in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul that a city’s 
effort to punish the perpetrators of a cross burning on the lawn of 
an African-American family was unconstitutional. The perpetrators 
were not intent on violence, but on scaring and intimidating their 
victims so they would move out of a white neighborhood.

For the German courts, punishing Holocaust denial was 
imperative to uphold the dignity and cement the communal 
bonds of postwar German Jewish citizens. Analogously, banning 
cross burning in the United States would somewhat heal the dig-
nitary wounds stemming from the legacy of U.S. racism — 
which is far from eradicated, as sadly attested by the recent 
Charleston church massacre.

Besides demeaning those it targets, hate speech often cir-
cumvents reason and fuels prejudice. Most whites living in the 
neighborhood of the victims in R.A.V. undoubtedly found the 
cross burning despicable, but several of them nonetheless pre-
ferred that their neighborhood not become truly racially mixed.

In the case of African-Americans, just as with German Jews, 
it is important that the state weigh in against hatred and officially 
sanction unmistakable hate speech. Such sanction is not likely to 
eradicate hate, but it will enhance dignity for all.

YES James Weinstein
Professor of Constitutional Law, Sandra Day 
O’Connor College of Law, Arizona State 
University; author of Hate Speech, Pornography 
and the Radical Attack on Free Speech  
Doctrine

Written for CQ Researcher, September 2015

NO

Free and open discussion of matters of public concern is the life-
blood of democracy. The Supreme Court has accordingly inter-
preted the First Amendment — properly, in my view — to 
guarantee each individual the right to participate in this discussion 
by expressing any viewpoint, even those that the vast majority of 
Americans finds offensive, disturbing or even morally repugnant.

A “hate speech” exception allowing government to ban 
speech that demeans people on the basis of race, ethnicity, sex-
ual orientation or similar characteristics would likely undermine 
this vigorous protection of public discourse. It would be most 
difficult for the Supreme Court to articulate a principle excluding 
hate speech from First Amendment protection that would not 
also apply to other types of expression. A long-standing justifica-
tion for banning hate speech is that it might persuade others to 
discriminate against minorities. But by that reasoning, anti-war 
speech could be punished because it might persuade conscripts 
to resist the draft, just as radical environmentalist literature could 
be suppressed lest it lead to acts of eco-terrorism.

More recently, it has been argued that hate speech alienates 
minorities from society. It can seriously be questioned, however, 
whether public expression of bigoted ideas significantly contributes to 
such alienation in America. Indeed, in recent years, hate speech inci-
dents often elicit massive condemnation from all segments of society 
in ways likely to reassure those vilified by the bigoted expression.

But even if it were possible to identify a rationale for suppressing 
hate speech that would not lead to a proliferation of other viewpoint-
based First Amendment exceptions, banning hate speech would 
nevertheless likely impede public discussion of important issues. 
Though hate-speech laws may be intended to suppress only the 
most virulent forms of bigoted expression, experience in other 
democracies has shown that their actual reach is not so limited. For 
instance, under such laws, the leader of a far-right Dutch political 
party was imprisoned for advocating that guest-workers be removed 
from the Netherlands; a Catholic bishop in Belgium was arrested for 
saying that homosexuality was a “blockage in their normal psycho-
logical development, rendering them abnormal”; and French actress 
Brigitte Bardot was fined for protesting on her website the slaughter 
of sheep during a Muslim festival and complaining that Muslims 
were destroying France by “imposing their ways.”

In a free and democratic society, bigoted ideas should be 
refuted, not censored.
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risk posed by extremist violence based on documented 
threats and empirical data; to explain its efforts to iden-
tify programs whose effectiveness has been validated by 
independent researchers; to provide safeguards against 
religious, ethnic and racial discrimination; and to assess 
the compatibility of all materials and training with con-
stitutionally protected speech, belief and activities. It 
would have required the DHS secretary to submit this 
“comprehensive strategy” to Congress within 90 days of 
the legislation’s enactment.68

However, the committee voted down Thompson’s 
amendment.

McCaul said at the time that neither the White House 
nor DHS had expressed any opposition to the bill.69 It’s 
now up to the full House to consider the legislation.

Convicting Extremists
Three important criminal cases involving far-right 
extremists involved in violence or conspiracies have been 
resolved this summer.

A Kansas jury in September sentenced long-time 
white supremacist and self-described anti-Semite Frazier 
Glenn Miller Jr. to death for the murder of three people 
outside two Jewish facilities in the Kansas City suburb of 
Overland Park, Kan., on April 13, 2014. Miller, 74, the 
founder and former grand dragon of the Carolina 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, a paramilitary group, shot 
William Corporon, 69, and Corporon’s 14-year-old 
grandson, Reat Underwood, outside the town’s Jewish 
Community Center. A few minutes later, he killed Terri 
LaManno, 53, outside the Village Shalom care center, 
where her mother lived. None of the victims was Jewish.

Representing himself, Miller dared jurors, whom he 
called “whores of the Jews,” to sentence him to death, 
ending with a Nazi salute and “Heil Hitler.”70

In late August, a federal judge in Sacramento, Calif., 
sentenced sovereign citizen Brent Douglas Cole to nearly 
30 years in prison for shooting and wounding two law 
enforcement officers at a campsite on public land. 
According to their trial testimony, the officers were 
attempting to impound a stolen motorcycle at the camp-
site when Cole, 61, admitted to being armed. One of the 
officers withdrew a pair of handcuffs, prompting Cole to 
draw his revolver and begin shooting.

“Take the right to bear arms away, and this country 
will fall like a ripe tomato,” Cole said in an interview at 
the county jail. “You will see genocide.”71

That same month, a federal judge in Atlanta sen-
tenced three members of a Georgia militia to 12-year 
prison terms for conspiring to use weapons of mass 
destruction to attack federal government agencies. A con-
cerned participant in a chat room frequented by militia 
members notified the FBI in early 2014 after Brian 
Cannon, 37, Terry Peace, 47, and Cory Williamson, 29, 
discussed online their plans for attacking federal govern-
ment facilities in Georgia. The FBI then mounted a sting 
operation, in which a cooperating witness supplied the 
three men with inert pipe bombs that they planned to use 
against a local police department.72

Flag Controversy
Controversy over displays of the Confederate flag 
erupted after the racially motivated massacre in 
Charleston in June, when images of alleged shooter Roof 
holding a Confederate flag showed up on a website he is 
believed to have created. He was wearing a jacket embla-
zoned with the flags of two former African apartheid 
nations and displaying his .45 caliber Glock pistol, 
according to the federal indictment.73

Defenders of the flag say it is a symbol of Confederate 
heritage and honor, while opponents say it represents 
racism, oppression, and slavery. Less than a week after 
the murders, South Carolina’s Republican Gov. Nikki 

A Ku Klux Klan member shouts racial slurs during a Klan 
demonstration protesting the removal of the Confederate flag at 
the statehouse in Columbia, S.C., on July 18, 2015. Controversy 
over displays of the Confederate flag erupted after the fatal 
shooting in June of nine black parishioners at a church in 
Charleston, when images of alleged shooter Dylann Roof holding a 
Confederate flag showed up on a website.
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Haley urged state lawmakers to pass legislation to remove 
the flag from state property.

“This flag, while an integral part of our past, does not 
represent the future of our great state,” she said.74

A few days later, Alabama Gov. Robert Bentley 
ordered Confederate flags removed from the grounds of 
his state capital. “This had the potential to become a 
major distraction as we go forward,” said Bentley, a 
Republican.75

In early July, after several days of emotional debate, 
South Carolina lawmakers passed, and Haley signed, a 
bill ordering the flag’s removal. On July 10, in the state 
where the Civil War began in 1861, the flag was perma-
nently lowered from its perch on the grounds of the 
statehouse in Columbia.76

The state’s action prompted rallies in support of the 
flag across the nation. Meanwhile, local governments 
also are removing Confederate symbols. For example, in 
early August Albuquerque, N.M., took down the four 
“Stars and Bars” flags, an earlier version of the 
Confederate flag, hanging over the city’s historic district. 
And Danville, Va., passed an ordinance to remove the 
Confederate flag from city-owned flagpoles.77

Major retailers were some of the earliest to act. 
Walmart, Sears, Amazon and eBay removed Confederate 
flag merchandise from their online marketplaces within 
a week of the Charleston murders. “We have decided to 
prohibit Confederate flags, and many items containing 
this image, because we believe it has become a contem-
porary symbol of divisiveness and racism,” said eBay 
spokesperson Johnna Hoff.78

OUTLOOK
Ebbs and Flows
Far-right extremist activities, including violence, have 
tended to move in cycles over the past 50 years, and sev-
eral analysts expect the same ebb and flow over the next 
decade.

“Since the mid-1980s, right-wing extremism has con-
sistently been the most lethal type of extremism in the 
United States, and nothing is going to change that in the 
near future,” the ADL’s Pitcavage says.

Former white supremacist McAleer, of Life After Hate, 
says much depends on the economy. “If there is a serious 
economic downturn, all bets are off, and radical solutions 

become more palatable,” he says. “Then all it takes is for a 
charismatic leader to show up and harness that.”

Former DHS analyst Johnson predicts that 2016 
“will be another active year for right-wing extremist vio-
lence.” How the country handles polarizing issues, such 
as immigration and gun control, will help determine 
what happens during the next administration, he says.

The SPLC’s Potok also is pessimistic about the future. 
“It’s very possible that the number of extremist groups 
will remain very high, as the country continues its transi-
tion from a white-majority nation to a truly multicul-
tural one,” he says. “I also think that it is entirely possible 
that we will see attacks on the scale of the Oklahoma 
City bombing in the years ahead.”

Pitcavage doesn’t expect much change in the gov-
ernment’s response to far-right extremist violence, 
such as an increase in funding for training law enforce-
ment. “The recent Charleston shooting — the third 
most-lethal domestic terrorist event in the past five 
decades — seems to have done nothing at all to moti-
vate the government to increase its resources in com-
bating right-wing violence, so perhaps it would take 
an even worse tragedy . . . to focus attention on the 
problem,” he says. “That’s not a happy prospect.”

START’s Szmania is optimistic that countering vio-
lent extremism programming in the United States will 
increase across ideologies, including far-right extremism, 
in the next five to 10 years. “Mostly likely, far-right pro-
grams will build on successful examples like Life After 
Hate and Exit,” she says.

The ACLU’s Shamsi expects CVE programs to be a 
thing of the past in a decade. “Key aspects raise signifi-
cant federal constitutional concerns and are possibly also 
open to challenge under state constitutions as well as pri-
vacy statutes or regulations,” she says.

Researchers predict that violent-extremism studies 
will become more grounded in scientific methods. “In 
the next 10 years, we will see an increase in studies that 
compare violent terrorists to nonviolent extremists who 
share the terrorists’ ideologies but don’t commit violent 
acts,” says criminologist Freilich.

Szmania says that “research will probably never be 
able to predict who will become a violent extremist.” 
But, she says, it could lead to “a better understanding of 
the effectiveness of interventions aimed at supporting 
youth to stay in school, addressing mental health needs, 
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limiting the availability of weapons, and addressing gate-
way criminal behavior, such as petty crime leading to 
involvement in more serious infractions.”
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